
CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background of the Research 

   Emotional expression is an important part of controlling emotions in humans. 

Emotional expression refers to how one conveys emotional experience through both 

verbal and non verbal behaviour (Gross, 1999). All humans being have emotions such 

as angry, happy, love fear and sadness. Emotion is also a strong feeling which has a 

relationship another people.  

Furthermore, emotional expression can be also found in a movie, novel, short 

story, and lyric music. Emotions are an important aspect of human life with the 

presence of human interactions that are more nuanced. The people will give the 

different emotional expression to someone and the emotions can be positive and 

negative. Emotions are instance feelings that are directed at someone or something 

Hume (2010). 

  In this research, the writer chooses love and happiness expression which 

included in the positive emotional state. First, the writer focuses on love and 

expression in a relationship context meaning. Second, the writer also analyze 

happiness expression and the writer can more easily analyze emotional expression in 

a movie. The writer wants the reader understand differences of love and happiness to 

expressed in a movie. 
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 Love expression is something that can be said as a feeling of intense affection 

in a relationship. According to Baron, Branscombe, Byme & Bhardawaj (2010) love 

is an emotional reaction that seems as basic as anger, sadness, happiness, and fear. 

Love is a constellation of emotion and experiences related to a sense of strong 

affection or profound oneness. Love has a distinct place in Izard, (1991), he viewed 

love as basic to the human condition,as involving strong, affectionately based social 

attachments to be full of interestand enjoy. Love as significant emotion of human can 

be expressed by literal and non literal. Literal has a way that love is expressed by 

using the words directly. Non literal means using words of figurative of speech or 

known as figurative language. 

The expression of happiness can be found in The Stolen Princess movie. 

Happiness is highly valued in present-day society. The expression of happiness is 

used to express  feeling when are successful to do something. According to Ekman & 

Fiesen (2003),  happiness is the emotion most people want to situations in which you 

will experiences happiness. Happiness is feeling good, having fun, having a good 

time or making the good experience (Aristotle’s in Yuda 2016). 

 The movie is a concern with the daily life condition. The movie can make 

people enjoy and interested in watching that. Through the movies, people get 

inspiration, ideas, knowledge, learn new things and many other things. The writer can 

also gives information of basic emotions such as love, angry, happy, fear, sad, and 

many expressions .  
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The writer is interested in starting analyzing the data because this movie has 

so many emotional expressions in conversation and it can see facial expression 

directly using of the main character. The writer analysis of love and happiess 

expressions found in “The Stolen Princes “ movie. This will be an exploration of how 

emotions work in the main character on  The Stolen Princess. The new movie of 

Disney is a series to adapted from Animation, Comedy, Fantasy. Directed by 

Malamuzh and release on March 07, 2018. This movie tells about the happiness of 

beautiful princesses and Valiant Knights. Ruslan a wandering artist, and dreaming to 

become a knight met beautiful Mila and fell in love with her; he didn’t even suspect 

that she is the king’s daughter. However, the relationship between they . Chernomor, 

the evil sorcerer, the appeared in the magic vortex and stolen Mila right before 

Ruslan’s eyes to transform her power of love into his own magic power. Finally, 

Ruslan’s starts to go a chase after The Stolen Princess to overcome all obstacles and 

to provide that real life is stronger than magic. To support the explanation, the writer 

used the example of expressions in the movie as follow:  

(1) Ruslan.. I love you : Meelah (Love expression) 

Example (1)  shows love expression of Meelah. The words to express love 

is “Ruslan.. I love you : Meelah” – shows she has falling in love in him, 

because he has proven his words to be able to find anywhere Meelah. 

  

(2)  I am very glad! : said Lestor (Happiness expression)  
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Based on the data above, the writer analyzes it as happiness expression. The 

utterance “I am very glad,”-shows the emotional expression of happiness. Lestor feels 

excited because Ruslan can be excited again to help Meelah. And his friends very 

glad to hear the good news. 

1.2  Identification  of  The Problem 

 In the movie The Stolen Princess, the writer found linguistic aspect that can 

be analyzed such emotional expression and figurative language in the data. On this 

happiness expression it can be found in every day and while the expression of love 

can be more contrasted when someone falls in love. Emotion is found in literal words, 

a non-literal and figurative languange in The Stolen Princess Movie. The love and 

happiness expression can be seen on novel, lyric, poetry, movie and short story. The 

writer analyzes expression found in the movie used word, types, and  expression.  

1.3 Limitation of The Problem 

In this research, the writer just focuses to analyze about words and types of 

express love and happiness in emotional expression found the movie The Stolen 

Princess. This research analyzes emotional expression just verbal communication 

from the words and utterences of the actors in the movie. The writer just focuss in 

literal, non-literal words and also discuss about context that influence the 

expressions. The writer limits the expressions that discussed in this research is only 

love and happiness to be the data analysis. 
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 1.4  Formulation of The Research 

 In this research, the writer formulates some research questions: 

1. What are the words used to express  of love and happiness in The Stolen 

Princess movie? 

2. What are the type of  love and happiness expression found in The Stolen 

Princess movie? 

1.5 Purpose of the Research 

The purposes of the research are: 

1. To explain what are the words to express of love and happiness in The 

Stolen Princess movie. 

2. To describe the type of love and happiness expression found in the movie 

The Stolen Princess. 

 

1.6 Significant of The Research 

  The writer hopes this research gives a new knowledge for the reader about  

emotional expression especially love and happiness expression in The Stolen 

Princess movie. The writer also gives information about kinds of love and happiness 

expression on this a movie. The writer wants the reader understand how are 

emotional expression and context to influence in love and happiness expression. 
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